CORRIGENDUM 3

Reference this office EE (E)/Kol/SD-I/NIT/07 of 2020-2021 dt. 06-07-2020, the date of Submission and Opening has been re-scheduled as follows for the work of “SITC of Open Well Submersible Pump Motor set i/c Internal Electrical Wiring of Disable Toilet etc. at HPTV, Asansol.” due to administrative reason.

EE (E)/Kol/SD-I/NIT/07 of 2020-2021 dt. 06-07-2020

Vide Previous Corrigendum No. 18/AE (E)/Kol/2020-2021/131 dt. 27-07-2020.
Vide Previous Corrigendum No. 18/AE (E)/Kol/2020-2021/119 dt. 20-07-2020.

Last Date & Time of submission of Tender has been extended Upto 03.00 PM of 14-08-2020 instead of 07-08-2020 Upto 03.00 PM.

Time & Date of Opening of Tender will be on 03.30 PM of 14-08-2020 instead of 07-08-2020 at 03.30 PM.

All other terms & conditions of NIT will remain unchanged.

Yours faithfully,

(Pankaj Ghosh)
ASSISTANT ENGINEER (E)
CCW: AIR: KOLKATA

Copy to:
1. The DDG (E), AIR, NBH, New Delhi (by E-Mail: bhinternet@air.org.in) with a request to upload this notice on web site.
2. The above Corrigendum is also available on web site www.tenderdetail.com.
3. The Executive Engineer (Elect), CCW, AIR, Kolkata.
4. The Eastern Regional Electrical Contractor’s Association (India), Phears Lane Commercial complex, 81/2/7, Phears Lane, Kolkata – 700012
5. Notice Board.